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ABSTRACT. 
This thesis is primarily concerned with the st;;dy of techniques which enable flow 
conditions in complex geometrical arrangements to be measured and analysed. The 
liquid side in a packed absorption tower is chosen to illustrate the principles in-. 
valved. 
The analysis of disturbance testing involves the evaluation of the moments of the 
resulting residenr.e time distribution curves. It has in the post been found that 
this method ofren produces misleading results due to the magnification of experi-
mental errors-. An improved method of moment analysis is introduced in this work 
in an attempt to lessen this effect. It is also shown that much more useful informa-
tion car. be obtained by measuring the response to a disturbance at a number of 
selected positions in the bed rather than a single determination at the outlet from 
the column. 
Two mathematical models are chosen to describe the ob~~rved flew situation. The 
values of their characterist:c parameters, as determined from the disturbance testing, 
are shown to dxhibH a number of interesting features which enhance our knowledge 
of liquid side flow conditions. 
Finally, a technique is introduced to si·udy flow behaviour from chemical reaction 
data. The experimental results obtained are shown to agree Vf'~'Y closely with 
theoretically derived values .. 
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The effect of liquid side dynamics on the performance of a packed 
gas absorption column has recently been the subject of numerous investigationsl .,.g. 
In nearly all cases a simplified flow situation has been chosen to interpret ob-
served mass transfer rates. A thorough knowledge of the actual flow conditions 
existing in such a system is as yet incomplete. This has been due to the complex 
geometrical nature of the system and the difficulties involved in determining 
these conditions experimentally. Direct measurement of the velocity profile 
across the film of liq,Jid as it passes over the packing at a particular pointoould 
be difficult . :nough in itself, whereas a complete knowledge would require this 
measurement to be performed at all points throughout the bed. It follows, 
therefore, that a study of the flow behaviour in such a system will have to be 
approached by indirect measurements. 
It would be as well at this stage to discuss the need for an accurate 
repre:.entation of the dynamics of the liquid ph .. J.~e in absorption studies. The 
rate of pa> absorption in a packed bed depEFl~S on: 
{a) The physical and chemical properties of the gas and liquid. These 
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properties have been thoroughly investigated for a large number of 
systems and accurate values are generally available. 
{b) The flow conditions existing in both phases. 
If the absorption process is liquid side controlling and the column is 
operated below the loading point, the flow conditions existing in the liq~id phase, 
especially in the neighbourhood of the interface, will be important in determining 
the rate of mass tra~sfer. Interfacial conditions are as yet not fully understood on 
account of the problems involved in measutirig the extent of the effective inter-
facial area and the surface flow characteristics. The former has been widely 
studied1 0 -J. 3 , however, as a number of these results seem to be contradictory14 1 
their value appears dubious. Even if this quantity could be accurately deter-
mined, it is also likely that some sections of the area will be more effective than 
others, and that the relative contribution to the resistance of mass transfer of the 
various sections will be dependent on the type of absorption process occurring. 
This postulate appears to be borne out by the results of Danckwerts and Roberts 'G 
who disco•tered that, on i·he assumption of validity of the "Surface Rene;.-val" 
model, the effective area for absorption accompanied by reaction in the I iquid 
bulk was higher than that for pure physical absorption. 
Original theories assumed that the liquid phase was in ideal plug 
flow. Based on this, reasonable correlations were obtainf;J for physical. ab-
sorption16-1: however, for absorption accompanied by reaction in the liquid 
phase, the position is not as clear. Apart from the above-mentioned depen-
dence of ob.;orption rate on the effectivr.mess of the interfacial area, it can 
be_ also shown {see Section 2~81) ~hat the percentage error involved in calcu-: 
3 ' 
I at i ng the rate constant of a first order absorption process on the a~sumpti on of 
plug flow is proportional to the value of the constant. This would indicate 
that the faster the absorption piOcess the greater will be the significance of 
the departure from plug flow behaviour of the liquid side. There is every 
reason to believe that this trend wi II be true for all I iquid side contrail ing 
absorption processes • 
With the advent of "Stimulus Response" techniques, whereby the 
distribution of res!d ence times of a fluid in a system could be determined ex-
perimentally, new light was thrown on the dynamic behaviour of the liquid 
phase.. However, as this technique describes only i·he varying ages of the 
elements of fluid, it can only be applied to rate processes which are depen-
dent on this factor alone. This limitation will" of course, rule out its direct 
application to many absorption processes. If the rate of absorption across any 
element of interface can be written as: 
dC 
dt. = k(Ce ... C) (1.1) 
where k and Ce are constants throughout the bed and C is the concentration in 
the bulk of the liquid immediately below that element r:i interface, then a 
knowledge of the distribution of residence times alone will be sufficient to 
take into account the deviation from ideal flow conditions v.'hich might exist 
in an actual bed. A few absorption processes have been found to follow equation 
(1.1 ); an example being the physical absorption of a pure gas. For all other 
proces3es and especially those which deper.!d on chemical reaction mechanisms, 
the absorption will depend not only on the ages of each element, but on their 
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environment. This means that the elements of I iquid can no longer be re• 
garded as independent entities as they now have an intimate effect on one 
another. In order to determine absorption rates, therefore, it would be 
necessary to know exactly where each element resided while it passed through 
the column .• This, of course, would be the ideal situation, but one which would 
be extremely difficult to. -determine in practice. It does, hovvever, stress the 
need for a more detailed understanding of the actual flow conditions. 
Due to the expected complexities of these conditions it is nece-
ssary from a practical point of view to re.present the actual flow pattern by 
relatively simple mathematical models, which will contain a number of 
characteristic parameters. The problem then reduces to one of selecting a 
model which agrees most closely with measured phenomena. There must be 
some basis on which to judge the degree of fit as well as a procedure of investi-
gation which will qualitatively indicate the structure of the model. The ful-
filment of these two factors can be approached in the following manner: 
(a) From visual obse1vations a11d theoretical reasoning, an idea of the 
basic nature of the model can be obtained. 
(b) The form of the moments of the residence ~ime distribution curve for 
the model can be compared with those from experimentally measured 
distributions. 
(c) Greater details concerning the flow conditions can be obtained by 
!'ii••x.;suring residence time distrib>Jtio<u at selected points within the bed. 
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(d) A second or h.igher order homogeneous chemical reaction can be performed 
in the I iquid phase, the measured average conversion being compared with 
that which would .be expected if the model held exactly, 
The step$ just outlined were foilowed in the present study and the 
experimental work which follows 'has been divided into two sections 
Section 2, which deals with pulse tssting and Section 3 in which chemic'al 




INVESTIGATION OF FLOW BEHAVIOUR 
BY D I S T URBAN C E TECH N I G?'U E S 
2.1 APPLICATION OF STIMULUS RESPONSE TECHNIQUES TO FLUID 
DYNAMICS 
Danckwerts2 0has introduced a system of nomenclature, definitions 
and basic principles for treating non-ideal flow.. These will be largely adhered 
· to in this section .• The quantity which is of most prac~ical importance is the '~.ex 
ternal age distribution 11 function, E(t). · This function can be determined 
experimentally by a number of methods, a!! of which can be classed as 11Stimulus 
response 11 techniques. The procedure is to disturb the system and to analyse the 
resulting response. The disturbance can be of many types, the most common 
being the injection of a tracer material in the form of a pulse~31- 23 step2 4 - 26 
sinusoidal 26-2 8 or random signal2 9 •. In this analysis the p"Jise will be the 
only case considered as, in the form of a dirac delta signal, it yields the f(t) 
function directly and is comparatively easy to realise in practice to a fair 
degree of accuracy. Even if the Iotter con~ideration is significantly in error 
this type of function is amenable to correction as will be demonstrated jn 
Section 2;22 .. 
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2.2 MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND 
2.21 Characterisation of the response of a sy.stem too dirac delta concentration 
input signal. 
It can be shown30 that E(t) is directly proportional to C(t), where C(t) is 
the concentration of tracer mateiial in the oLtlet stream of the system at a time t 
from the injection of the tracer in the inlet stream. To enable residence time 
distribution measuremen~s for different systems to be quantitatively compared, it is 
necessary to choose a number of parameters which will characterize the distributions! 
Danckwerts 20 chose two qUantities which he called 11 Ho!dback" and "Segregation": 




where T is the mean residence rime and 
m 
t 
F(t) = J E(t) dt 
0 tc 
F (t) dt 
and s = r -t/T I (1 - e m) dt -· 
J 
0 




Tm J F(t }dt (2 .3) 
0 
(2.4) 
The two quantities are measures of the deviations from the two ideal flow 
conditions, namely plug flow and complete mix!ng respectively • 
. in this study it has been decided to use the moments of the distribution 
curves as a means of characterisation, as the:;e are far more sensitive ~·o smai I changes 
in t·he fot:o-n of the E(t} curves. Although it is true that the 
8 
higher the rnoment, the greater this sensitivityJ' H is not advisable to extend 
the anal)•sis beyond the third moment as smail .experimental errors may be 
magnified to such an extent that the results become meaningless. Even for 
lower moments this is to Ci degree 0 drawback and will be the subject of dis-
cussion in Section 2.23. 
The definition of moments to be used ir. this work can be written 
as foil ows:-
(a) Zero moment, ao 
co r . 
. ao = j C(t) dt (2.5) 
0 
{b) First moment about the origin, i.e. the mean 
T m = 
co 
l· !· t C(t) dt ao . (2.6) 
0 
(c) Second moment about T m 1 i . e , the spread 
co 
= ~ I (t-Tm)2 C(t) dt (2.7) 
0 
(d) ·Third moment about T m' i.e. the :;kew. 
co 
r; = ~ J (t- Tm)3C(t) dt (2.8) 
0 
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2.22 System transfer function in terms of the m.oments of the distribution curve. 
The La Place Transformation of a function f(t) is by definition3 1 : 
QO 
F(s) = J e-st. f(t) dt (2.9) 
0 
The dynamic process under consideration con be expressed as a 
transfer function G(s) on a block diagram with input signal ei. and output e0 • 
If 6i. is a unit dirac delta function 
e0 = C(t) (2 .H)) 
-Denoting the transformed signals as ei. and e
0 
ei. = (2. 11) 
QO 
and = J C(t) f -St ' (2 .. 12) eo = e C(t) dt 
0 
By block diagram algebra21 I 
£ 
G{s) (2. 13) - = ei. 
()() 




Maclaurin series e as a 
G(s) 
3!2 $3 
(2. 15) = CXo - s a, +- (X2 - - a;s 2 6 
10 
00 
where ao = 1 C(t) dt (2. 16) 
0 
·ob 
cxt f t C(t) dt (2 .17) 
0 
-oo 2 
a2 = I t C(t) dt (2.18) 
0 
-oo 
t3 a.3 = f C(t) dt (2 .19) 
0 
a, ~ 2 cx3 ,3 s s 
In G(s) = In ao + In !1 - - s + - - - - ) ao 00 2 00 6 
(2 .20) 
Expanding the second term on the right hand side of this equation 
and rearranging terms in increasing powers of s·, 




From the definitions of Tm, Ts2 and Ta-3 it follows that: 
ln G(s) = 0 - T s + !T 2 s 2 m s 
If a n~mber of dynamic systems with transfer functions G1 (s ), G 2 (s ), 
G3 (s) etc., occur in series, i·he overall transfer function, G(s) can be written 
as 31 :-
11 
G(s) = G, (s). G2 (s). G3 (s) (2 .24) 
In G(s) = + In Gz (s) + In~ (s) + •••••• 
(2.25) 
Thus for such a combination the moments 8 1 T m1 T 2 T 3 etc. are additive. s I . a 
This follows from equation (2o22). 
8 = s, + 82 + 8.3 + ••• (t .... (2.26) 
Tm = Trrt + T~ + Tm.3 + ••o·.,••• (2 .27) 
T2 = T 2 + T 2 + Ts 2 + ••• • • • • (2 .28) s s, s2 .3 
T s = T .3 + T 3 + T .3 + (2 .29) a a, a2 - a :5 • t> • ••••• 
For parallel combination of the same transfer functions 93 : 
G(s.) = G (s,) + Gz (s) + G3 (s ) • • • (2. 30) 
only the moments about the origin are additive as can be !Ben from equation 
(2.15) 
ao = CXo 1 + Clo2 + Clo.3 (2.31) 
ex, = a, t + a, 2 + CXt.3 (2.32) 
<X.2 = a21 + a22 "'· a2.3 
(2.33) 
cx.3 = CX.;s 1 + cx.32 '1- cx3.3 (2.34) 
The point raised in section 241 as to corrections which may have 
to be applied if the injection in the inlet stream is not exactly a dirac delta 
signal, c:an now be considered. It foliows from equations (2.26 - 2.29) 
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·that, if both the output and input dis~ribution cuaves are measured, the moments 
of the dynamic system will be the difference between the moments calculated 
froril these distributions.~ 
The following relationships will also be frequently used in this work. 
The first set are derived from equation (2.22) :-
= [In G(s)]s (2.35) 
~o 
T = ri<~G(•fj (2.36) m ds _j s~o 
T 2 = [£2ln Q{~J (2 .37) s · ds 2 s ~o 
T 3 = _ cd•ln Qhl_J (2 .38) 
a ds~ · s ~ o 








ds"' s ~ o (2 .41) 
= . (2.42) 
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2.23 Occurren~e and Minimization of Errors in Experimental Moment 
Determination 
It was found during the analysis of the experimental results that 
small errors in the measured distribution could have.significant effects on the 
second and third moments. This was particularly so if the curves had long 
tails os these points would be at large time intervals away from the mean about 
which moments are usually taken.. They are thus magnified by the (t - T m) 2 
and (t .. Tm)3 factors in equations (2.7) and (2.8) respectively. If the 
system contuins a large proportion of "dead time" (as would be the case for 
long beds), the value of Tm could also be similarly affected as this moment 
is generally taken about the origin'" It follows logically, therefore, that the 
above-mentioned errors would be reduced if the time axis about which moments 
are to be calculated is shifted towards the tail region of the curve. Denoting 
T as the qth moment about this new axis, T* , and letting the error in 
q 
determining E(t) be e 1 then 
Co 
= f (t - r•:< )q (E(t) :! ~ ) dt (2 .. 43) 
0 
If t1 is the break-oway point (i.e. the point at which the E(t) curve leaves 
the time axis) and tn the approximate return point (i.e. the point at which 
the curve becomes effe~:;tively zero). then the iimits of integration in equation 
(2 .43) can be altered such i·hat: 
(2.44) 
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e can be considered independent oft, becduse the main source 
of error in such determinations is generally the measurement of the deflection 
on a recorder trace, which in the case of this work could be obtained to ap-
proximately ~ 0.1 mm. 
(N.B. 
= j" (! - T* )q E(t) dt 
t 1 
T':c 
+ e /< T* - t)q dt 
t 1 
tn 
+ e J (t - T* )q ·. dt 
T::' 
(2 .45) 
The second term in equation (2 .45) has been rearranged to ensure that 
errors for odd moments reinforce rather thdn cancel each other.) 
If the error in calculating ( T q)q is 'q' then 
T* 
. C q = e J ( T -tf1 dt 
tt 
+ < In (t - T * )q d! 
-p;: 
(2.46) 
- ...£.. ( .,::: - t, )q + 1 
-q+l 
+ __!__ (t - T•:: )q + ] 
q + 1 n 
(2.47) 
(2.48) 
For minimum error = 0 
:; For q I 0 1 either e = 0 or 
T':'- tt = tn - T :;< (2.49) 
. ·T';' tn + t1 (2.50) .. = 
2 
This result indicates that moments should be taken about the 
arithmetic mean of the break-away and return points. Once these moments 
have been calculated, they can be transferred to the mean via the relation-
ships which will now be developed. 
()() 
- J (t - t *) E (t) dt 
0 
00 
= E (t) dt T* J E(t) dt 
c 0 
= (2.51) 
i.e. Tm = r-:< + Tt (2 .52) 
r/ = J [<t- Tm) - ( r*- Tm>J2 E(t) dt 
0 
= T2 s + ( r"' - T m> 2 (2 .53) 
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i.e. f2 = Tz2 ... (r•:•- Tm)2 (2.54) s 
Oo 
J [<t- Tm) ( T 
•.. 
Tm>].3 E (t) dt T33 = ;• .. -
0 
= T i5 - 3 ( r* - T m> Ts2 (r*-TmP (2 .55) a 
i.e., T 3 = T33 + 3 ( r>:•-T)T 2 + ( r-:~- Tm) 3 (2.56) a m s 
A furthe~ drawback concerning moirient analysis is the estimation 
of tn• Levenspiel 30 mentions this problem a~d suggests a value of 2Tm. 
Another suggestion 24 Is the fitting of a Ganssian distribution to the tail. It 
has been found in the present work that an exponential decay function can be 
adequately fitted to the tails of the curves obtained. lllustratio ns of the degree 
of fit are presented in Appendix 1.1. 
If t l is the time above which the curve can be expressed as: 
f (t) = -Rt Qe (2.57) 
then the contribution of this section of the distribution to the moments of the 
entire curve can be evaluated as follows: 
f(tt ) = Qe -Ri"~ (2 .58) 
. f (t) = f (tt ) e -R(t-tt ) (2.59) 
f (tt) 
-R Tf = e (2.60) 
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where Tl = t ... tt 
Taking moments about tl 
co co 
J f(t) dt I -R T' d TJ f(tt) (2.62) = f(tl) e = lr ' 
tr 0 
00 00 
f (tj) ! (t - tl) f(t) dt f(tt>/ TL -R 7i (2.63) = e I d 1 = R2 ! 
tl 0 
co 00 
J (t-tl 'f f(t)dt f{tl) J Tl3 -R T I 2f(tl) (2.64) = e . d ~,.1 = --R/: 
tl 0 
00 00 
J (t-t,t f(t)dt f(t,>/ Tl 3 -Rrl 
6 f(tl) 
(2.65) = e . d r 1 = R4 
tJ 0 
Equations (2 o62 - 2 .65) can then be transferred to yield their contribution of the 
moments about any other time axis by the method previously outlined in this aection. 
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2.3 PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS 
A number of methods have been employed to measure dynamic re-
sponses by the four types of disturbances mentioned in section 2. 1. Injec-
tion of the tracer into the inlet stream was generally accomplished with the aid of a 
manually operated hypodermic syringe or an electrically operated solenoid 
valve which controlled the flow of tracer. 
The types of tracers which have been used ora radioactive materials1 
dyes and concentrated acid, alkali and salt solutions. The concentration· 
measurements for the first two have usually been performed by Geiger tubes2 1 
and colorimetric photometers28 respectively1 whereas for the last group1 
titratiorf and conductivity cells43 are favoured. Except in the case of 
titratiori~ the measuring equipment produced a continuous elec:trtcal signal which 
was recorded on a high speed pen recorder or oscillograph. 
The usual approach to the theoretical analysis of experimental 
results has be~n essentially that of solving a proposed mathematical model for 
the input signal used and testing for agreement with these results. If agreement 
was satisfactory1 the chcrocteristic:;_ m.odel parameters were ther:t evaluated. 
The three mathematical models which have found r.1ost fovqur among authors . . . . . . ~ . 
attempting t9 descri_be the non:-id~al behaviour of I iquid in a packed bed are 
the 11Taylor diffusion model 11 , the. 11 Cascade of mixers model 11 and the ••Turner 
. . ' ' . ' . 
model 11 • 
In the 11Taylor diffusion model 111 the dispersi~ e>f a solubl~ tra~er 
is considered to be equivalent to that of .a plug flow _stream with S!Jperimposed 




longitudinal diffusion. The equation describing this process was first proposed 
by G.l. Taylor 32 """34 to account for dispersion in pipe flow and was .later modi-
fied by several workers3 5 - 38 • It involves an effective axial diffusion coefficient 
which has been shown by ,."\ris3 9 to be equal to the sum of the molecular diffusion 
coefficient and a diffusion coefficient due to the velocity distribution. Experi-
mental results for turbulent flow in straight smooth tubes 40"" 42 indicate that this 
model as modified by Tichocek et a!. 38 can also be applied to this regime of 
flow. The procedure has since been carried a step further and the same equa-
tion has been used for packed bed flow.2 s- 28 The diffusion coefficient in 
this case is at present regarded as merely on effective parameter which has to be 
experimentally determined. 
The11cascade of mixers model 11 2 3 postulates that the deviation from 
plug flow results from a number of completely mixed cells connected in series. 
As in the case of the previous model, the characteristic parameter, i.e. number 
of mixers, has not QS yet been related theoretically to the physical set up. 
The 11Turner Model'' was first pr~osed by G.A. Turner44 to 
account for diffusion into stagnant pockets in single phase packed bed flow. The 
treatment was extendad by Glaser and litt45 1 who derived the first and second 
moments of the model i~1 terms of three shape far.·~urs1 which are functions of 
the pocking alone. Their analyses applies only to laminar flow, but could be 
extended to the general case with the· introduction of fun·h~~;- parameters. It is 
probable that this model is basically c!oser to the actual system than the former 
two with the result that the parameters of such o model wi II hove far more 
physical s1g.-lificance. It has the disadvantage, however, of containing a 
larger.number of paramet(;Jrs and would prove more difficult to manipulate mathe-
20 
·maticoll}' when applied to the study of reaction kinetics and moss transfer. 
The majority of experimental data for pocked beds has been for 
. single phase flow~ 3 J26 127 ,aa , 43 Mixing of the liquid stream in two phose 
gas-liquid flow with Raschig ring packings was studied by Otake and Kunugita 46 1 
who correlated i·heir results by the equation: 
where D is the effective axial diffusion coefficient. The results of King8 1 who 
used 0.6 em. Rasch!g rings agreed fairly well with this correlation,. 
Glaser and Litt45 obtained residence time distribution data for a 
1" I.D. column packed with 10 to 14 mesh particles at low liquid rates. 
Their results could be correlated by the equation: 
T a 
y 2- -L 





::: .Ao + ~- .P f.l. . ' (2.67) 
where A0 and A,. .are functio~s of the bed g~ometry and physical properties 
of the liquid. Equation (2.67) is a verification of the "Turner model" in the 
laminar flow regime4' 5 • · 
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· 2.4 . THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 
2.41 Models to be used in the present l:"udy. 
Two models have been selected for the present work. The first, to 
be labelled 11Model A" is basically the same as the "Taylor Diffusion Model", 
however, allowance is to be made for a possible variation in the mean longi-
tudinal velocity and effective axial diffusion coefficient according to radial 
position in the bed. The "Taylor Diffusion Model 11 is chosen to describe the 
flow conditions in a particular channel in the packing because of its close degree 
of fit to systems of a similar nature, e.g. pipe-fiow32 and film flow 50 • The 
modifications which are to be imposed will enable an assessment to be made of 
the effects of non-uniform liquid distribtA!'ion. 
The model postulates that the liquid flows down a number of preferential 
channels in the bed. If these are numbered from 1 to n, then for the rth stream 
the concentration of the tracer at distance x from the i'op of the bed and time t 
from the iniection of a pulse is C {x,t). If f'he li·:1uid flows with mean linear . r , 
velocity iJr and has a longitudinal coeffident of dispersion Dr' then a mass 
balance over a small increment of this channel results in the equatiorr 2 
-... tl 
r 
o C (x,t) 
r 
ax = 
o C (x,t) 
r 
at 
The boundary conditions for this equation are:-
(a) For a unit dirac dEMo function at x = 0 ; 
cr (0,.'1) = (2.69) 
(2.68) 
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(b) When t = 01 the concer.tration is zero at all 
X > 0 
i.e. C (x,O) = 0 
r 
(2.70) 
(c) The third boundary condition for the diHusion equation has been the subject 
of much discussion in the literature47 The one favoured by most authors is 
the condition of negligible longitud!nal dispersion at large stream lengths, i.e. 
lim aCr(x,i") ___.,.,___ 
x-+ 00 ax 
= 0 (2. 71) 
The second model 11Model 811 , is to be introduced in an attempt to 
estimate the mass transfer coefficient by meaiiS of a purely hydrodynamic tech-
nique, such a:; the pulse testing, employed in this work. The model considers 
each of the streams as a thin film in laminar flow. Due to the discontinuous 
nature of the packing, it is postulated that a certain amount of lateral mixing 
occurs to varying degrees as the liquid passes down a channel in the bed. The 
derivation and solution of the equation describing the dispension of soluble matter 
in this sysre.m wou!d l:e too complicated to handle as such. Instead the approach 
can be simp:ified by saying that the actual conditions postulated can be fitted to 
a mode! where complei·e latera! mixing of the film occurs at equal intervals down 
the bed. The form of the model is similar to that of Higbie2 for gas absorption 
in a packed column. This is the so-ca:led 11 Penetration Altodel 11 which assumes 
that the bulk of the liquid !'tream mixes with the interfacial IO)'ers at fixed inter-
vals down the bed, thus exposing fresh r;urface i"o i·he gas at these points. The 
steady-state diffusion equation for the absorpi"ion of a gas in the laminar film 
between euch mixing section has been solved for a number of processes 2 • 
For the purposes of thi~ analysis the transient equation for the dispersion of 
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tracer in this film is required. As the shape of the velocity profile will hove a 
profound effect on the solution, one of the aims of fv'todel B is to describe the 
development of this profile from a uniform value at the mixing points to one 
which tends to a parabolic form lower down the film. 
Figure 1 gives a diagrammatic picture of a section of the rth chan-
nel. Considering the region between any two mixing points, the equation 
describing i·he concentration cr (xfy,t) of a soluble material in the film is: 
= (2.72) 
This assumes rhat all terms, apart from the longitudinal convection 
term, are negligible. Boundary conditions for this equation are: 
(a) When t = 01 = 0 (2.73) 
(b) For a unit dirac delta input at x = 0; 
= (2.74) 
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mixed section velocity profile 
Fl GURE 1 
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2.42 Derivation of moments for Model A. 
Transforming equation (2.68} by La Place with respect to x 
and t, denoting P and s as the tra~sforms of x and t respectively, 
= s Cr (P, s) (2,.75) 
where (r I (Q, S) = lim c3Cr(x,s) 
X -.a 0 X 
(2 .76) 
Substituting equations (2 .69) and (2 .70} in (2 .75) 
-
Cr (P, s) ~ - ~~ - ~r J = P - ~ + Cr' (o,s) (2.77} 













p + f3o 
















Inverse transforming (2 .78) with respect to. P 
l cr (x,s) 
... a Cr(x,s) = -{3, (f3o-f3t) e-(3,x + l!?(f3o-@2L 
ax ([3g~·f3t ) f3?-fJr 





but I i r:1 e 
x·~co 
. f3o = .. 
SubstihJting 
= 0 
e -(31 X = 0 
- (32x I o 
(32 
(2.87) in (2.82) 






If the concentration of tracer in the stream is meawred at di!:tance L from 
the top of the bed, 
[
vI r-
= exp 2Dr (2 .89) 
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Applying equations (2.35}r 2 .. 36), 2.37 and (2.38): 
8 r = 0 (2. 90) 
T l = mr 'ij (2. 91) 
r 
= 2L Dr ;c: 3 
ur 
(2. 92) 
= 12 L Dr
2 
--=-- (2.93 . 5 
ur 
If the quantity¢ is defined by the equation: 
= (2. 94) 
then for any stream of Model A, 
= = 3 (2. 95) 
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2o43 Derivation of Moments fo:r Model B. 
Transforming equation (2 .72) with respect to t: 
aC .. (x, y, s) 
=- ur {x,y)- -~;.....' --
ox 
Substituting boundary condition (a) 
acr (xryl s) 
-Cr (x,y,s) 
Cr(x,y,s) -------Cr (x1 y,s) 














= exp[- s I ax J ur(x..,y) 








~ r;Wr (x=,y) 
(2. 99) 
ax (2.100) ~IJ (x, y) 
r 
If at x' the film is suddenly mixed to give a uniform concentration Cr (x', t ), 
then by material balance dt this point: 
1 
ur (xi c}'') 
J cr (x',i") = -~on------ur Cr (x,'y,t)dy (2.101) 
0 
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Transforming with respect tot, 
C (x1,s) = 
r J 
ur (x',y) 
u r 0 
= J -U-• 0 
Expanding the exponential term1 
C. (x',s) = J 
0 
-The mean velocity u r = 








- sWr (x',y) d e y (2. 103) 




dy (2. 108) 
(2.109) 
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From the relationships derived in Section 2~22 
Tm I = ~I (2.110) 
(T ') 
2 
(2. 111) = a/ - (~I ) s 
(T •) 3 3 a 1 a t 
3 
(2 .112) = a ' - +2( a1 ') a 3 2 1 
If the toted n~mb~r of mixing stages in d bed length L. is q, 
i.e. L = qx! (2. 113) 
Tmr = q Tm I (2 .114) 
T 2 = q (Ts'P sr (2.1 15) 
Tar-3· = q ('t ajj-3 (2.116) 
The aboverelationships result from the fact that the individual 
regions making up the total stream occur in series. 
To determine Tmr' Tsr2 and Ta: I the integrals in equations 
(2. 1 07), (2. 1 08) and (2 .1 09) will have to be evaluated. This requires the 
velocity profile to be known as a function of x and y. Wong and Longwell4~ 
have calculated theoretical velocity profiles at the entrance region of two 
parallel plates placed in a fluid moving with uniform velocity. Their analysis 
involved the numerical solution of the momentum equations. The profile for a 
laminar film will be expected to be the some as that for flow between parallel 
plates from the surface of one to the centre plane. The Iotter will correspond 
31 
to the interface. It is proposed for the purpose of rhis wotk to fit a simple 
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· In Appendix 1 :2 the velocity profi I es obtai ned from equation (2 • 117) are com-
pared with those of Wang and Longwell as we! I as those. of Schlichting as 










(1 - HZ) o Z_ 
tnlir (1 - Z) 2 
1 
-~ ..... 
i + mx1 
I ni'egrat i i1g: 
x' ( 1 - z I ·, [ 1 - HZ I = H 'In (1 - Z') - · z• > 1 - z• -u r 
B1 








v! 2 (1-Z 1 ,2 (Ts •)2 = B2 ( :..~ . ) -v-' (2. i24) u,.. 
I 
(T •p x• 3 1 ~ z• 3 = 83 ( ';.';'~-) ( z• > (2. 125) a u 
r 
J 
1 1 -HZ' 2 




-lJ dy B2 =! l=Hz• [ 1 ~HZ_:_ - H In (1 - Z') (2. 127) ·1 -Z' 
0 
1 3 
B.; =J [ !_: HZ
1 
H I (1 . ., n ~ dy (2 .. 128) - n ·•L 1 -




( 1 - Z' ) . Bt 
l (!_-Z') qB- = 
1 -
z~ -ur Ur z• = 
(2. 129) 
B ;c1l. . (!..::.3:) 
2 
2 ..... 
2 2' ur 
= (2.130) 
= (2. 131) 
z• 
T T 3 
= mr or -f-:r- (2. 132) 
::r 
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2.44 Moments of a single outlet stream which has b~:en formed by combining a 
number of parallel streams. 
The moments of parallel stream models have been discussed by the 
author in a recent paper51 • The following is the applicai"ion of principles 
which were in~roduced to the ca~e of n parallel channels in a packed bed. 
If Cr (l, t) is the com::entration of tracer in the r th channel at 
the base of a packed height l, Ar the fraction of the total flow of liquid 
passing down this channel and Co(L,t) rhe oui·let concentration from the column 
when all streams are combined, 
n. 
= ~ 
r = 1 
Transforming with respect to t6 
n 
~ ArCr(l,s) 
r = I 
(2. 133) 
(2. 134) 
Comparing this wii'h equation (2.30) and using the relationships derived in 
Section 2.22, 
00 = E A r ao..,- (2. 135) 
at = I: Ar cxt.,. (2 .136) 
a2 = I: Ar a2.,. (2. 137) 
CX;s = I: A a.:s..,- (2. 138) r 
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Now for each stream, 
CXo-r = 1 (normaiised distribution) 






= T mr 
= T 2 T 2 






+ 3T 2 T 
sr mr 
= 
~ "-> T 3 /l3 r r mr 












As T mr' T5r
2 and T
0
/ are proportional to L for both Model A 
and 8, th:i! paramei·ers a.;, b, 1 b2 1 c1 1 .: 2 and c 3 are independent of bed geight. 
(Note: whenever i·he symbol ~ hc.s been 1.•sed in this subsec~ion it refers to ~ ). 
r = 1 
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2.5 APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
The basic apparatus consisted of a 3 11 I.D. gloss coluinh which could 
be packed to depths up to 9ft. The packing used in all runs was ! 11 porcelain 
Berl saddles. A schematic diagram of the column arrangement is shown in Fig.2(a). 
The input and output signals were measured by means of conductivity cells which 
are also shown in this diagram. The cells were each connected to two similar 
recording systems, one of which is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2(b). For the 
radial residence time distribution measurements the base of the tower was modi-
fied as illustrated in fig. 2(c). 
The water rotameter was calibrated by weighing the effluent from the 
column over a given period of time. The curve of water rate versus rotameter 
scale reading is presented in Fig,3. 
Calibration of the concentration measuring system involved the pre-
paration of a set of standard NaOH solutions. The outlet from the conductivity 
cell was closed and the cell filled with each solution in turn. The recorder was 
zeroed by adjusting the balancing potentiometer in the Wheatstone Bridge when 
· water alone filled the cell. Without altering the electrical set up, the deflec-
tion on the recorder was read for various alkol ina concentrations. The results 
are plotted in Fig.4. It can be seen that the response of the measuring system 
is linear, with the resuli" tho~ the recorder deflections can be used directly to 
obtain the E (t) curves. 
Before commencing a series of runs at a given packed height, the 
liquid was allowed to flow for 5 to 10 minutes at a rate considerably higher 
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SIDE VIEW IN SECTION 
SECTION AA 
Fl G U RE 2(c) 
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10 minutes was allowed before a pulse of concentrated NaOH was injected with a 
hyperdel'mic syringe. lhe measurement of t·he output curve was terminated when 
the reading on the recorder was IC:lss than alnut 0.3 mm. A series of such runs was 
performed at four flow rate~, each a·t four different packed heights with a consi·ant 
air-rate of 40 litres/min. The above procedure was twice repeated so that a total 
of"three results was obtained for each height and flow rate used. _, 
For the wdia! rneasurementse the injection of ·the pulse was performed 
seven times under s~·eady flow cord!tions. Prior to the injection, the output recor-
der was connected in turn 1o ea.::h of the cells ai· the base of the tower and the 
recorder set ~·o zero deflection. On completion of the seven residence time 
distribution c•Jrves, the flow rate from each C';ell was measured. This was done by 
collecting liquid samples from the outlet of the indhdduai cells over a given 
period of time and determining their volumes with the aid of a measuring cylinder. 
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2o6 RESULTS 
Typical input and output curves as read from the recorder chart are 
shown in Figs. S(a) and 5 (b) respecHvely ~ Smoo}'h e;urves could generally be 
drawn through the data obtained from the recorder ·:·race with the exception of 
a few runs at low packed heights., These showed very small, almost periodic 
fluctuations superimposed on the general trends of the output curves particularly 
in the regions before the peaks. It is po~tuldted that these are due to small 
variations In the iiquid flow rate cau~ed by a clr~r.ing action from one packing 
piece to another. The phenomenon was cl~arly vbible at a number of points on 
the column wall when the tower was in operation. /,s the concentration-time 
curve;• are steepast in the regions just before the peaks, variations of this nature 
would be expected to have most effect here.. For the purposes of analysing the 
results by determining mome:1tsf smoothed values were used in these regions. 
The choit:e of moment characteri~ation and the definitions of the 
parameters involved ha¥e been discus:.ed in Section 2.21. The first, second 
and third moments have been detei'mined for the inpui' and output tracer distri-
bution curves foi all the runs performed. As moments are addiHve for transfer 
functions in series, the moments of the syst·em can be obtained by sub tracting 
input moments from t:·,o con·esponding output mcments. Calculations were per-
formed on an 1.C. T. 1301 digitu:l computf;r, the program for which is discussed 
in Appendix 2. 1. 
A preliminary ~et of results '#OS performed to investigate the effect of 
air rate Oi1 the moments of the I iquid skle residence time distribution curve. The 
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T 1\BLE 1. 
AIR RATE Tm T 2 T .s s a 
(litres/min.) (sees.) (sec/) (sec~ } 
0 33.0 40.8 234 
20 32.8 42.3 257 
40 34 .• 1 41.2 223 
These results indicate that the air rate has no apparent effect in the range 
of flow rate!:> used. All subsequent runs were performed with an air rate of 40 litres/min. 
with the exception ofthe series of seven point radial measurements where no gas 
rote was. used. This was due to the fact that the sampling system at the base of 
the tower for these runs left insufficient space to accommodate a gas inlet arran-
gement. 
The results for the column with single outlet are presented in Table 2. 
The first set are numbered from 1 to 16, the second from 17 to 32 and the 
third from 33 to 48. In Appendix 1.3 1 the values of the moments for input 
and output signals are recorded. 
TABLE 2. 
lr-:: I -w~:~~.::~:rrACKE~m:~: GHTT-(::.~ ---(,:~ ~ 2 ~ -(~::) ;.- ----·- __ l _________ ---·-------r- ---------------------- ·-·--:-- ---, ------- ·--------------------------------- ----
. 1 ~ I 114 54.3 157 211 o 
2 I a4 39.7 to9 t3so 
15.4 
3 69 32.3 88 1130 
38 16.9 -52 4 690 







114 45.4 98 1061 1 
I 
6 84 32.8 64.6 5351' 
20.2 
7 69 26.6 50.7 422 i 
a . 38 1 14.6 29.2 236 
-:-- --- --- ---~---------- --------t-------------------t------------------------------------------
1 I I -
9 I i 114 I 37.5 - 58.2 368 





























38 I -----------1 10.0 13.0 56 
114 1 s4.3 166 2766 




i 38 17. 0 47. 4 688 
1 
69 I 32.2 88 .• 5 1416 
-------- -- I ----------------~----------- --------i------------------------------
21 I I 114 I 45 • 9 1 03 1421 





























1 33 114 
I 34 84 
1 15.4 
l 
35 . 69 
36 38 l 
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139 1 44 
I·· -------f---------.. -.---·-t----·--·-·-- __ .. ____________ .. _______ ..:... _________ .. ______________________ .. -
I . 
I 45 .. n4 34.5 40.4 2a7 
I
. 46 84 24.1 33.2 206 
33.6 
1 47 69 20.1 25.3 t57 
1 4s 38 10.4 13.2 62 •. 3 
·-------------.. ---------1--------· --
These xalues are plotted in Figs. 6{a)1 6 (b) and 6(c)_. The solid 
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T = m 
r 2 = s 
T3 = a 
P1 L 







The values of P1 1 P2 and P3 as determined from the graphical 







Pr P2 P.3 
{sec/em) (sec 2 /em) (sec. 3 /em) 
.472 1.34 19.8 
.396 .79 8.1 
.331 .52 3.8 
.280 .35 1.9 
Table 4 contains the results of the seven point radial residence 
time distribution measur-.~ments. Ar is the fracH on of the total f-low leaving 
the outlet of the r th cell. 
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TABLE 4 
1-RuNj WATER J PACKED [RADIAL I A, 
No.I RATE 1 HEIGHT I POSN. 
Tmr Tsr2 Ta/ 
1 I (ml/sec) I (ems) . 
r-r--·-1 ···'-4--1 ~+---------
1 49 I I 1 
(sees) (sec 2) (sec 3 ) 
12.8 36.7 346 ~047 
1 5o · I 2 
! I 
13.1 38.1 348 .057 
51 I 3 .048 18G 1 67.0 823 
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r ___ l ____ 
1 .041 17.1 63.8 728 I 
I i 
I 1 .o8a 15.8 60.9 831 
I 
I , 
14.8 49.9 520 I .111 
I 
I l 
1 .o52 10.2 19 .. 2 122 
I .070 10.0 18.7 141 
.. 045 13.7 30.5 248 
I .065 10.9 20.4 134 
I .068 13.1 30.4 246 
I .074 10.8 19.8 131 I 
I .095 11.6 23.3 158 
.069 8.9 12.8 6L3 
.067 8.8 12.3 70c3 
.052 11.0 15.4 72 .• 9 
.058 9.7 14.6 84.6 
i .073li 16.3 83.2 I 
I 
.068 9.7 13.9 68.9 







3 51 • 
3.06 
I 3.54 




















1 70 · I 
I I 'I 
I 71 I I 
I 72 I · 





C·-··· . - --- ----~~--- ---------------·--------------t--. -. -~ 
.066 7.8 8.8 34.9 i 3.52 I 
.065 a.o 9.8 43.2 I 3.60 
1 I 
.050 I 8.6 9.3 31.7 I 3.15 
.050 8.4 9.6 37.5 3.42 
I 
74 1 s .o71 a.8 1o.J 42.9 3.56 
i 75 I 6 .(510 I 8.3 9. 9 45.1 3.82 
I 76 I I 7 .082 8.0 9.1 43.2 4.09 +---- ----·------t------------1--------- - ---·- -- ---·----1-----------·----------+--·-·--
1 r I 
I 77 I I 1 
i I I 
II 78 i 2 
I 
I 79 "I 3 

















81 5 .007 35.6 119.8 1988 4.93 
6 .165 36.5 
.104 34.3 
r-84----~-~ --+-- . · 1--+----t------
1 . 1 .019 30~2 75.7 791 4.17 
I 85 I 2 ,012 I 27.5 57.8 706 5.81 
86 1 3 .084 29.3 64.6 668 4.69 
87 20.2 76 4 .022 31.1 78.0 808 4.13 
I :: 5 .011 26,4 43.3 369 I 5.20 
I 90 ~ :~: :~:~ ~~:: :: I ::: 























3 I .084 
4 .022 
5 .028 
25.6 46.4 257 
25.0 43&0 305 
27.2 40.5 298 
27.2 42.0 287 


















1 21.8 28~3 178 1 .026 
2 1 .010 20~ 9 25.8 152 1 
3 Ill .076 22.8 25.0 137 I 
4 .020 23.6 26.6 145 I 
5 ,.070 21.0 24.3 145 . 
I 








4.89 i ! 7 .090 20.8 24.9 146 l 










2.7 ANAlYSIS OF RF.SULTS 
2o71 General 
The resuli's of the single outlet measurements indicate a fairly close fit 
td straight lir1e r~lationships as can be seen from Figures 6(a), 6(b) and 6(c). 
According to equations (2.143), (2.144) and (2.145) this should be true only if 
b.2 1 c 2 and c 3 are negligible. To estimafe the values of thes~ parameters the 
r~ial measurements will be used. 
If the assumption is made that the seven point radial moments which have 
been determined are representative of all the flow streams at the base of the tower, 
then the various summations can be performed with n = 7 and Ar replaced by 
7 
Arf ~ Ar. The latter has the effect of modifying Ar so that it becomes the 
r::::.. 
flow rate of liquid in the r th channel divided by the combined flow rate collected 
from the seven cells. Substitutir:g the values from Table 4 in the set of equations 
from (2o 146) to (2.151) produces the result·s tabulated below. 
TABLE 5 
RUN I a1 b1 b2 c, Cz c3 
NOS. (sec/em.) (::.ec2 /em) (sec2 /cnf) (sec3/cm) (sec.3 /em 2) (se03 /cm3 ) 
- 55 .498 1.739 .0025 20.34 .045 .0000 
- 62 ~374 0.752 .0036 5.42 -.009 -.0015 
- 69 .316 0.4.52 ,.0008 2.34 .004 .0000 
- 76 .270 .313 .0001 1.32 .ooo .0000 
- 83 i .469 1.324 .0002 16.92 .003 -.0002 
I 
90 I .383 0.779 .0003 7.57 .003 .0000 - I 
- 97 .• 335 0.527 .0010 3.61 .000 -.0005 
- 104 .285 0.330 .0001 1..90 .OuO .0000 
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The above table i11dicates that b2 1 c2 and c.;; are !:mall and; therefore 
we can write: 
Tm ~ Clt l (2. 155) 
T 2 s ~ b1L (2o 156) 
Ta.3 ~ c, l (2. 157) 
which agrees with the results of run numbers 1 to 48. 
It would be of int·eres\· to compare the above values of a1 1 b1 and c 1 
with those of P1 0 P2 and P3 determined from the slopes of f·he graphical plots 
for the moments of the single out!et runs. This will give an indication of t·he 
degree to which the s~ven poin~·:; analysed are representative of the entire 
cross-$ection at the base of the packing. in the table below a1 1 b1 and c 1 
are the average values for the two heights of packing u!:ed. 
Tt~BLE 6 
WATER RATE P, a, p2 b 1 p.3 c, 
(ml/sec) (sec/cm)(s(;)c/cm) {sec 2/cm) (sec2 /em) (sec 3 /em) (sec 3 /cm) 
15.4 .472 .484 1.34 1.53 19.8 18.6 
20.2 e396 .379 0.79 0.77 8.1 6.5 
26.2 .331 ,326 0.52 0.49 3.8 3.0 
33.6 .280 .278 0.35 0.32 1.9 1.6 
Considering ~ha~ less than half the tof·a! flow from the packed section was col-
lected by the seven cells1 the results above show surprisingly good agreement. 
That the~ mGasurements made were fairly reprs.ientative of the ~;roS5-section a.; a 
whole is thus definHely ccmr-lrmed. 
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2 .• 72 Evaluation of Model. A Parrarneters. 
Equations (2 • 91 )i (2 ~ 92) and (2 • 93) exp•·ess the moments for each 
stream in terms of the parameters of Model A. As this model involves only two 
parameters for each streami i.e. u r and Dr,· these can be evaluated from the 
experimental dai·a for Tm( and Tsr 2 • The third moment was also measured and 
it can therefore be used to give some indication on the degree of fit of the model. 
This can be most conveniently done by applying the result of equation (2. 95), 
where the ratio¢ is found to be 3. It can be seen from Table 4 that the 
experimental values of ¢ are reasonably close to this theoretical value for a 
packed height of 30.5 ems., but for the higher height of 76 ems. a larger 
deviation exists. It should be strc.;ssed that ¢ is ve•y sensitive to small .changes 
in th''~ distribution curve, especially when analysing a system which is dose to 
plug flow; as is the case with the present study. This point is illustrated in 
Appendix 1.4. 
From equation (2.91), 
= l/ Tmr (2.158) 
TABlE 7 
BED · j W!,TER J ~r (em/sec) 
HEIGHT I RATE W ~-------R-A_D_I;.-.\-L-.P-0-~-,.1-T-10-J--N---,---
~ms) __ j(ml/sec):T:I 1 2 3 4 5 6 
I 15.4 2.38 2,33 1.69 2o02 1.78 1. 93 2.06 
I 
1
1 20.2 2.99 3.05 2.22 2.80 2.33 2.82 2.63 
30.05 I 
I' 26.2 I 3A3 3.47' 2~77 3.14 2.85 3.14 3.35 
I I _! __ 3_3_,_.6_!._. _3_~_9_1 _3_.s_i_3_._s~_s _3_.6_3 __ 3 ._4_7 _3_.6_a_~--~~-J 
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(Table 7 continued) 
___ t____ ----------
BED I WATER 
HEIGHT I RATE W 
L (ems) ! (ml/sec) 
. I 
I r- 15.4 
I 20.2 




- (em/sec) ur 
----------------
RADIAL POSITION 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
-------------·----· 
1.93 2.24 2.16 2.03 2.14 2.08. 2.22 
2.52 2.76 2.59 2.44 2.88 2.52 2.85 
2.97 3.04 2.79 2.,79 3. 11 2.99 3.16 
I 3.48 3.64 3.33 3.22 3.62 3.52 3.65 I 
! . 
'---------.--------, ------------------· -----~-'----------
Comparing these results with those for Ar in Table 4, there appears to be no cor-
relation between this quantity and ~r at a given flow rate and packed height. 
On the other hand a distinct relationship exists between Jr and W. This trend 
is particularly interesting for the packed height of 30.5 ems., where the form of 
the correlation varies with radial position. Letting 
= (2. 159) 
the values of A and b can be determined from a log-log plot as shown in Fig.7(a). 
To avoid confusion only two lines are drawn through the data. A summary of the 
results is given in Table 8. Their significance will be discussed in Section 2.74. 
TABlE 8 
RADIAL POSITION AVERAGE Ar A b 
1 0.059 Ou63 0.70 
2 0.065 0.36 0.70 
3 0.049 0.13 0.93 
4 0.063 0.33 0.69 
5 0.063 0.18 0.85 
6 0.075 0.33 0.69 







































































For the packed height of 76 ems., the above variation rs not as 
pronounced, as can be seen from Fig. 7(b). It would thus be expected that 
these results can be correlated as a whole by the same equation as for the single 
outlet measurements. Fig. 7(c) is a plot of log~ ver3us log W for the latter 
-runs, where u has been datermined from the equation: 
1 (2. 160) = -P, 
Values of Pt have been extracted from Table 3. The set of data is very well cor-
r~lated by equation {2o 159), with a= 0.34 and b = 0;.67. In Fig. 7(b), the solid 
line represeni·s the same equa-Hon. It can be seen tint good agreement is obtdined. 
The longitudinal dispersion coefficient, Dr can be determined from 
equations (2. 91) ar.d (2. 92): 
= (2.161) 
TABlE 9 
----~-----·- --·· r-···--· -------~-----· ---·-------------~-
Bed I Water Dr (crri' /sec) I 
Height Rato W -· --- RADIAL POSIT I ON 
L (crns) (m!/sec) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ! 
-- .. 
15.4 8.13 7.87 5.26 7.44 5.93 7.17 7.14 
20.2 8.42 8.70 5.52 7.30 6.28 7.31 6.95 
30.5 ! 
26.2 8.44 8.41 5.38 7.44 7.21 7.08 7.41 
. 33.6 8.63 8.90 6.80 7.54 7.02 8.06 9.26 
1-------
15.4 6.43 6.07 5.86 7.16 7.67 6.17 7.22 
20.2 7.92 8.03 7.43 7.51 6.80 6.08 7.89 
76 
26.2 7.98 7. 96 5.8:2 6.03 7.44 6.89 9.39 
~ 33.6 7.86 8.19 6.07 5.82 7.55 7.06 8.99 I 
t ~ • 
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The values for each position show only smat! var!ations with W. 
There is a general trend for Dr to increase with incr~asing flow rate, but a 
larger range of W would be necessary to et.able a more conclusive correlation 
to be proposed • 
According to equation (2.66), the effective axial diffusion co-
l 
efficient for the single outlet runs should be proportional to(ti )'I. Fig.S 
illustrates that reasonable agreement is obtained. The values of D and U' have 






and u = L/Tm (2.163) 
2.73 Evaluation of Mod.el B earameter. 
The paiOme·i'er of .Model B which is of most interest is x 1, the 
height of film between mixing points. From equation (2.129) and (2. 130), 
Bf Tsl Ur z• 
!h Tmr (1 - Z') 
(2. 164) = 
z•, 81 and B2 were determined from the computer resulTs of t·he program in 
Appendix 2.2, when the value of B 1 B3 /B} was the same as the experi-
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l BED I WATER i x1 (ems) 
HEIGHT I RATE w i' ··--···---- ----· ----·--- -R-ADtAL- -POStTfON _____ -------------·-
1 I 
L (ems) 1 (ml/sae) I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
r -t ------~-------------- ------·---- .. ----------------- -----·1 
I
I 15A l 50.2 48.9 44.7 52.3 48.1 52.4 50.4 





1 26.2 35.3 33.1 27.6 32.a 31.1 31.9 30.4 




15.4 45.2 36.3 36.3 47.7 46.7 38.7 44.4 
I 20.2 42.s 35.6 37.6 41.7 3o.o 31.0 37.1 
L76 I :::~ ::~ :::: ~::: ::~ :::~ ~:: ::: __ l -·-·- .. ·-·--·---- .. _______________________ _ 
The results are presented graphically in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b). The 
same trend as was found in the case of u is again present hera. At the packed 
r 
height of 30~5 crr\s, a vdriation of x• according to radial position· is evident, 
whereas for 76 ems. this is not as marked. The results for the former also show 
a tendency to flatten off to a t:onstant value ai· the highest flow rata used: The 
latter do not exhibit this tendency to the same degree. 
2.74 Discussion 
The results of the radial point meawrements have shown that the 
moments of the residence time distribution curves do vary from one point to 
another at the base of a given packed section. The analysis in Section 2.71, · 
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of the curve which is obtained when all the individual stieams are combined. 
The ~or.clusion one can draw from this is that, unless its limitations are realised, 
disturbance testing with a single outlet measuring point could give a completely 
misleading picture of the hydrodynamic conditions. 
The analysis of the flow models introduced ih this study has pro-
duced a number of interesting features. The parameter which is common to both, 
i.e. ur' has been shown to fit a correlation of the form of eqiJation (2.159). 
The value of b in this equation was foiJnd to vary from one stream to another, 
particularly for a bed height of 30.5 ems. If a stream behaved as an ideal 
laminar film flowing down a flo·;- plate 62 1 b would have the value of rst 
whereas if it were totally enclosed by solid boundaries, b would be equal to 1. 
Table 8 shows that all the experimental measurements for b lie between these two 
values. One may infer from this that initially some of the streams consist of 
partially enclo;;ed channels due to the high local flow rate at points in the 
vicinity of the column in!et ~ As the liquid passes down ·~he bed, however, it 
is clisperrH3d by the packing t"o form a more even radiai distribution. Under 
these condi1'ions film-type flow should prevail. n.us we find that b is very 
close to the i·heoreticol value of '%for the packed height of 76 ems. 
There is a!so the possibility that a fa]r amount of cross-flow takes 
place between the various mdal chai1nels in the bed. This would explain why 
-the values of ur and x 1 for 30.5 ems. bed height show fnr !CJrger variations from 
one radial point to another i·han those for 76 ems. The cross-flow would cause 
the individual streams ro lose their identity to a cerf·ain degree as the axial flow 
paths lel"~i'hen. The results in Table 5 tGnd 1·o support this theory as the values 
of b2 and c2 are found in most cases to be higher for the packed height of 
30.5 ems. 
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2o8 APPLICATIONS OF MODELS TO LIQUID SID!: Ml'.SS TR/\NSFER 
STUDIES 
2.81 Correr;ti~ of mass transfer coefficient for non-ideal behaviour of the 
!!.gui~ side. 
It is intended,to determine the effect of non-plug flow behaviour 
of the <liquid stream on a simple absorption process. Model A will be used t9 
an~lyse this effect as numerical methods of solution are not necessary when it 
is applied to the case of a fir~~t ord~r absorption mechanism. An example of 
this is the physical absorption of a pure gas, such a~ carbon dioxide with water 
as solvent. 
i i 
Rate of absorption = kl a.(Ce "" C) = k1 a c• (2. 165) 
where c• = 
As in the case of a first order reaction53 : 
Cf' 
00 
J e -kl at E(t) dt - = c• 0 
0 
= [ E (s)J s = kt a 






"" [ G(sB s = kt o (2.168) 
k; aL2 
+ i> J . (2. 169) 
Solving for k.,a, 
= 
. Cf • 2 
D(ln --· ) c I . 0 . 
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iJ 
L cr• In c-• 
0 










Substituting in (2. 170) 
= 
(2. 172) 
1 + (2. 173) 
Values of k1
1a have been estimated from the data of Sherwood and Holloway 
for berl sdddleso Unfortunately these workers did not use ! 11 saddles, but the 
estimated values will serve to illustrate the principles involved. 
For model A, 
D = 




w D/~2 k1 1u kl 1a 
(ml/sec) (sec) (sec-1 ) ........... kb I 
15.4 L42 .0119 1.0169 
20~2 1.00 .Oi47 1 .0147 
26.2 0.79 .0172 1 .0136 
33.6 0.62 .0194 1.0120 
The results in Table 1 J indicate that errors of between 1% and 2% 
can be expected for this sysi·em. I·~ would thus appear that the assumption of plug 
flow is a fairly good one for slow processe::~ such as physical absorption. However, 
it is obvious from equation (2.173) th:J t the faster the absorption rate, the larger 
will be the error involved. It is posdble, therefore, that in cases where the rate 
of absorption is enhanced by the presence of a chemical reaction in the liquid 
phase, the ossumption of plug flow may lead to serious errors in the evaluation of 
the mass transfer coefficients. This factor could be a contributory cause to 
the present !ack of !;uccess in the theoretical analyt.is of such data. By applying 
Model A in a similar fashion as above, it is possible to correct the data as 
presented by investigat·ors who have assumed ideal flow conditions in their 
equipment. At present,. however, there is insufficient residence time distribution 
data to formulate a general correlation for D.. It is advisable, therefore, that 
disturbance testing should be performed in coni!Jnction with mass transfer studies 
to enable the correction to be made. 
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2.82 ·Prediction of kJ from Model B 
As indicated in Section 2.411 Model B was introduced in an attempt 
to estimate the mass transfer coefficient, kt from disturbance measurements. The 
absorption of carbon dioxide in water is again chosen as an example, It will be 
seen that the value calculated in this manner is considerably lower than the mass 
transfer data would suggest. Exact comparison is difficult as this would require 
the interfacial area to be known and as present experimental values for this 
quantity are uncer·~ain only an order of magnitude discrepancy between the 
mass transfer measurements and the results for Model B will be calculated. 
According to i·he penetration theory of Higbie, the mass transfer 
coefficient for physical absorption is~ 
(2.175) 
where D1 =molecular diffusivity of the gas in the so!vent and e = exposure 
time between mixing. 
As we are only interesh3d in approximate values, e will be taken 
as x1/u. Using the values of ,,• and u from Section 2 .7, an estimated 
interfacial area from Shulman et al! 1 and with 0 1 = 1.77 x 10-5 em /sec19 
for C02 in water, Table 12 can be compiled. The experimental results of 
Sherwood and Holloway16 are presented for purposes of comparison. These ore 
the same as the k1 1a va:ues used in Section 2.81. 
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' TABLE 12 
w e i ~XHt k*~ a X1Q4 k1'a X104 kt 1a (ml/sec) (sees) .,e 
c:n/sec) (sec .,_) (sec -l ) k{;;;a 
15.4 18 .• 1 5.58 1.83 119 65 
20.2 12~8 6.63 2.33 147 63 
26.2 10.3 7.40 2.77 172 62 
33.6 BA 8.19 3.22 194 60 
The ratio in the last colum:1 of the table above indicates that bulk 
mixing as described by Model B, has very little influence on the rate of mass 
transfer. lt. could be that lvtcdF.d B gives a completely incorrect picture of the 
mechanism of tracer dispersion in the film. On the other hand, however, it 
seems highly feasible that the interfacial layerz are mixed far more frequently 
than those deeper in the film. The result of this would be to give an apparent 
average mixed length much larger than that existing in a localised region near the 
interface. 
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2o 9 COI'JCLUSIONS 
The techniques introduced in measuring and analysing the response 
of a physical flow system to a dirac delta Input disturbanc,e hav.e produced 
results which throw new light on the dynamic behaviour of the i iquid side in a 
packed absorption column. The use of the moments of the distribution curve to 
obtain niean'ingful values for the parameters of the i'nathematical models proposed 
has been made possible mainly thtough the tniniinisation of erro~s a5 described in 
Section 2.23, The main (:Ondusions that can be drawn from these results may 
be summarisE:d as foil ows: 
(a} The packed section consist~ of a number of I iquid streams 
flowing in longitudinal channe!s. A significant amount of 
cross-flow occurs between these channeis. 
(b) The liquid in each stream flows over the pocking in the 
form of a film. laminar flow in the film is closely approached 
b~t a cer{·ain amount of mixing does occur. This agitation 
appears to take place predominantly in the vicinity of the gas/ 
liquid interface. 
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Nomenclature .for Section 2. 
a 
b 



















parametric constant in eqn. (2: i59) 
parametric constanl·s in eqn. {2 .• 67) 
fraction of total flow rate in r th stream. 
gas/liquid interfacial area per uni·;· volume of tower. 
parametric constant in eqn. (2.146) 
defined by eqns. (2. 126), (2.127), (2.1?.8) resp. 
parametri~ constan~· in eqn. (2. 159) 
parametric con~i·ant in eqns. (2.147)1 (2.148) resp. 
concentration of tracer in outlet at time t 
concentraH on of tracer in r th stream 
saturated concentration of gas in I iquid 
final concentration of gas in I iquid minus saturated concentration. 
fnitial concentrai'ion of gas in liquid minus saturated concen-
tration. 
parametric constants in eqns. (2.149),(2.150),(2.151) resp. 
effective mdal diffusion coefficient. 
effective axial diffusion coefficient for liquid in r th stream. 
molecular diffusion coefficient of gas in I iquid. 
effective diameter of packin9 piece. 
external age di!:itdbt~tion function. 
defined by eqn. (2 .2) 
la PI ace T ransforma~i on of f (t) as defined by eqn. (2. 19) 
arbitrary function oft. 
arbitrary transfer ftH"'crior. of a sysi'em 





























parameter of Moclel B as defined b;i egn. (2. 118) 
holdback as defined by eqn. (2. 1) 
liquid side mas~ transfer coefficient 
mass transfer coefficient assuming plug flow on t'iquid side 
mass transfer coefficient from 1\'\cdel 8 
height of packing 
parameter of Model B · 
total number of axial streams in a packed section. 
parametric constants in eqns. (2.152)1 (2.153)1 (2. 154) resp. 
La Place Transform variable of x 
constan'f in eqn. (2 .57) 
label indicating moment number 
number of mixing sections in a bed length L. 
constant in eqn. (2 .57) 
label indicating axial stream number 
segregation as defined by eqn • (2 • 3) 
La Place Tramform variable oft. 
mean residence time defined by eqn. (2.6) 
spread of distribution curve about the mean as defined by 
eqn. (2 .7). 
skewness of distribution curve aiD ut the mean as defined by 
eqn. (2.8) 
independent time variable 
break-away point on residence time distribution curve. 
return point on residence time dbtribution curve 
dafined by eqn. (2 .4) 
point axial velocity in r th stream 
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... 
mean axial velocity in r th stream• u.t ... 
... 
average axial velocity of liquid in bed •. u 
wr defined by eqn. (2. 1 00) 
w water flow rate 
X independent variable denoting axial eli stance. 
x' length of film between mixing points. 
y independent variable denoting distance into the film from 
gas/liquid interface. 
z. defined by eqn. (2 • 119) 
l.' - .- defined by eqn. (2.121) 
fro ·etr az cs- moments of distribution curve as defined by eqns. (2.16), (2.17), 
(2.18) and (2.19) resp. 
f3o (31 (32 defined by eqns. (2.79), (2.80) and (2.81) resp. 
Yt coefficient of variance as defined by eqn. (2.67). 
8 defined by 8 = In ao 
'q error in q th moment 
~ error in determining E (t) 
e exposure time between mixing points 
e_ - arbitrary input signal 
eo arbitrary output signal 
~ viscosity of liquid 
p density of liquid 
;* - time axis about which moments must be taken for minimum error. 
iq q th moment of distribution curve about time axis r* 
¢ moment ratio as defined by eqn • (2 • 94). 
* * * 
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SECTION 3 
CHEMICAL REACTION STUDIES 
3. 1 I NTRODUCT!ON 
The effects of deviations from the two ideal models, namely plug 
flow and the continuous stirred tank, on the conversion of a chemical reaction 
has recently been the subject of many theoretical investigations 30• However, 
even in the case of a simple first order irreversible reaction, very little has been 
done experimentally to verify the theories proposed. 
where 
and 










e E (t) dt 
is the initial conr.:entrotion of A 
is the final. concentration of A 
k1 is the reaction velocity constant 
k' 
A -+ 
E (t) is the exi·ernal age di;)~dbution funci'ion 30• 
R I 
(3. 1) 
The conversion for this type of reaction can, therefore, be calculated 
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direc~·ly from the resuits of puhe test;ng. in the ca!;e of a second ordu; reaction, 
however, additional information ill necessary so • Consider the reaction 
k 
/\+B p + R. 
To predict the outlet concen~rations of A and B it would be necessary to know their: 
concentrations at all points within the system. If a particular flow model is chosen 
which descr:bes exactly the position of eac:h elem&nt of fluid as it passes through 
the system, then it would be exp~cted that the model would predict the conversion 
that would be obtained experimentally in the physical sy!ltem. As it is possible 
that the external age di:ltribution of many mai·hematical models can be approxi-
mated to the measured distribui·ion.with almost equal degree of fit in each case, 
the conversion for a second order reaction may differ for each model. The ex-
perimental determinai"ion of conversion fo1· such a reaction in a flow sy~tem could, 
therefore, be a useful means of dosing a model from among those which have 
similar residence time disi'ribuHon curves. 
In seled"ing a reacrion to perform in a· particular system, the follow-
ing faci·ors will have i·o be taken into con::;ideration. 
(a) The reac:Hon must be fairly rapid. As was illustrated 
in Section 2.81: non-ideal flow effects are more signi-
ficant the faster the reaction rate. 
(b) Th3 reaction must be one which has been exhaustively 
tested and v(hose ki,1etics arc firm Jy established. 
(c) The ano!ysis of samples must be quick and simple 
to perform. 
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The reaction chosen was the saporification of ethyl acetc:-c.; by scx:Hwn hydroxide .• 
EtOAc + NaOH EtOH + NaOAc 
This reaction has been studied b}' many workers and the rate equation has been 
conclusively proved as being that of the second order and irreversible .4 9 
where CA = 
and Cs = 
r = k CA Cs 
concentration of ethyl a~.:etafe 
concentraHon of sodium hydroxide 
3.2 APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE - - --··-------
(3.2) 
The some column was used as for the pube testing; but inlet and outlet 
positions were modified as shown in Fig.lO. ll· was essential that the mixture of 
sodium hydroxide and ei·hyl acetate be in~Toduced before much reaction could 
take place. At the scme time the two liquids must be well mixed. Tl-e inclusion 
of a mixer in the iniet s·~rea:n would inevitably have resulted in excessive pre-
conversion. It was decided ro rely on a number of sudden changes in the direction 
of the liquid stream to perform the fundion of mixing. 
At the base of the column11 ihe col!ecHng and 011alysing technique 













reaction rate is high and the loss of 0 second in time betV'E'I:m colio::~::1g and 
analysi~g woJJid have introduced a significant error in the runs pr;rfon-ued. It 
was therefore, nece~;sary to halt ihe reacrion as ~o-.:;m as the liquid left the bottom 
of the packed section. This was achieved by allowing a previously standardised 
solution of hydrochloric acid to mix continuously with the liquid at this point. 
This :.olution also contained F'henol phthalene so thcJt its flow rate could be 
adjusted to produce an almo:it neutral solution with the reaction products. The 
sample wGS collected as shown in Fig.10 and after exact neutralisation was 
analysed for u;m:lacted ethyl a~ei'Ote. To allow for the small amount of preconver-
sion, which would be expected, a dupHca~·e inlet and •Jutlet arrangement was set up 
I 
as shown in Fig.lO. The 1dues obtained from this device were used as the · 
initial concentrations of the two reaci·an·l's in the column calculations. 
The detailed experimenJ·al procedure was as follows. With the valve 
system set. to allow both reactani's to pass into the !·op of the column, the flow rates 
of these solutions were adj;;sted to the required values. After about five minutes 
had elapsed, the flow rate (Vw ml/sec) was measu~·cd by sampling at the base 
of the tower over a given length of time and determining the volume collected. 
The tempewture cf this solution was also recorded. Part of the sample was then 
set aside and allowed to come. ~"O eq:JI!ibrium conversion. This will be labelled 
11Sample W". 
After collection of sample W1 the HCI soiLri'ion was allowed to mix 
with the reaction prooucts at the base of the ·}ower until the colour of the liquid 
leaving the column was a faint pink. The volumet;!.c flow rate (Vx mi/sec) of 
this str~am was also measured as before. A q"Jantity of this sample, to be labelled 
11sample X 11 was neutrdbed with s~·andard HCI (this generally required only a 
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few drops). 50 mi. aliquots \\fere then pipef·ted into stop?Zred Ha~:~: Nhich1 
after the addition of a known e;;:eess of a ~rrandard NaOH solution; were sealed 
and allowed to stand for several !·;ours before the rama!ning NaOH was titrated 
with standard HCI solution. 1\S the concentration of NaOH was always greater 
than EtOAc !n all the n.ms performed€ sample W wat. analysed by direct titration 
of 50 mi. al iquo\·s wif·h standard HCI solution. 
When the column run was completed the valves were arranged to 
divert the reac:i'an-h; to the prt)•.::oiwersion unit c Here precisely the same procedure 
was adopted as f-:>r the column, the sample$ being labelled 11Sample Y11 and 
11sample Z •i where the foL':;0r was for equilibrium determination purposes. The 
·flow rates were Vy and Vz re~pecf'iveiy. 
From the stoichiometry of the reaction 
CB - CA = = = Cse (3 .3) 
CSe can be determined from samples Wand Y. Tho values of Caw and Csy 
should be idenrical as should Vw and Vy. 
= = cav (3.4) 
This was found to hold very closely for. all the rv;ls pe1formed, indicating that 
both the relative flow rates and .concentrations of the reactants were stead)' for the 
duraHon of the test. 









Cao = CAIQ + cae (3.8) 
3.3 . THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 
For the second order irreversible reaction, the equations describing the 
concentration of reactant A are:-




kC A (C A + CBO - C AO ) = 0 
(3. 9) 




= 0 (3.10) 
These equations were solved numerically for CAf at given CAO and c80 em-
ploying values of the characteristic parameters of tre models os determined in 
Section 2. The results of Potts and Ami!49 were used for the reaction velocity 
constant k. The numerical techniques involved, the computer program descrip-
tion os well as a comparison between the results for the two models are presented 
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in Appendix 2.3. It was found that the models predicted almost identical 
results in the range of parameters used, model A giving a slightly higher value 
for CAf/ CAd Due to this close agreement a single line is used in Figs.ll, 
12 and 13 to represent both models when comparing these results with those de-
termined experimentally. 
3.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The experimental results are tabulated below and presented graphically 
in Figs • 11, 12 and 13 • 
TABLE 13 
RUN - L TEMP. CAO cs,o CAf CAf u 
NO. (g.moles (g.moles (g.moles CAO (em/sec) (ems) (OQ 
/litre) /litre) /litre) 
1 38 22.3 .1100 .3001 .0797 .725 
2 84 22.3 .1100 .3000 .0561 .510 
3 3.1 130 22.3 .1097 .2998 .0400 .365 
4 175 22.3 .1098 .2999 .0296 .270 
5 221 22.3 .1098 .2998 .0220 .200 
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(em,( sec) (ems.) (oC) (g.moles (g.moles CAO 
/litre) /litre) /litre) 
6 38 22.3 .1098 .2998 .0762 .694 
7 84 22.3 .1095 .2996 .0509 .46$ 
8 2.7 130 22.3 .1090 .2992 .0349 .320 
' 9 175 22.3 .1094 .2995 .0250 .229. 
10 221 22.3 .1097 .2998 .0180 .164 
11 38 22.3 .1098 .2999 .0710 .647 
' 12 84 22.3 .1097 .2997 .0442 .403 
13 2.2 130 22.3 .1095 .2996 .. 0284 .259 
14 175 22.3 .• 1090 .2992 .0186 • 171 
15 221 22.3 .1093 .2994 .0126 .115 
16 38 21.9 .1688 .2887 .1260 .746 
17 84 22.0 .1682 .2882 .0920 .547 
18 3.1 130 22.2 .1684 .2886 .0699 .415 
19 175 22.3 .1682 .2882 .05,43 .323 
20 221 22.3 .1678 .2880 .0427 .254 
21 38 21.8 .1683 .2883 • 1211 .720 
22 84 22.0 .1682 .?.8!12 .0853 .507 
23 2.7 130 22.1 .1680 .2880 .0632 .376 
24 175 22.3 .1682 .2884 .0480 .285 
25 221 22.3 • 1676 .2879 .0366 .218 
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RUN - CBO u L TEMP. CAO c/l.f CAf 
NO. I'"> 
(em/sec) (em~) (oC) 
(g.moles (g.moles (g.moles CAO 
/litre) /litre) /litre) t 
26 38 21.7 .1678 .2876 .1129 .67~ 
27 84 21.9 .1680 .2879 .0760 .452 
~ 
28 2.2 130 22.1 .. 1680 .2880 .0530 .315 
29 175 22 .. 2 .1682 .2881 .0387 .230 
i 
30 221 22.3 .1674 .2876 .0279 .167 
31 38 25.7 .1672 .5520 .0908 .543 
' 
32 84 25.7 .1669 .5518 .0412 .247 
33 130 25.7 .1668 .5518 .0214 .12~ 
34 175 25 .• 7 .1660 .5511 .0095 ,.057 
35 221 25,7, ') i.:-54 .5506 .0045 .027 
36 38 25.7 .1666 .5517 .0825 .495 
37 84 25.7 .1663 .5516 .0345 .207 
38 2.7 130 25~7 .1668 .5520 .0172 .103 
39 175 25.7 .1664 .5513 .0097 .058 
40 221 25.7 .1650 .5499 .0025 .015 
41 38 25 .• 7 .1672 .5522 .0714 .427 
42 84 .25.7 .1664 .55.l7 .0258 .. 155 
43 2.2 130 25.7 • i660 .5510 .0087 .052 
44 p-,:;, 25.7 .1665 .5517 .0050 .030 






-MODELS A &B 
o DATA 
0•0 ----------------~----~~------~------~ 
0 50 100 150 200 250 
L(cms) 
FIGURE11 RUN NOS.1-15 
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o·o L _ _j_ __ _L_~::J:::~~~~~ 
0 50 100 150 200 250 
L (ems) 
FIGURE13 8UN NOS. 31-45 
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It con be seen that very good agreement exists between 
experiment and theory aport from a few results in Fig .13. Here the experimental 
values of CAfiCAo are slightly higher than those predicted by the models. This 
.. tend~ncy leads one to show some preference for model A (See Append-i~ 2.3), 
however, it should be borne in mind that the concentrations of the readarits 
used in runs 31 to 45 were such that experimental errors would be expected 
to be higher than in the previou$ runs. 
3.5 CONCLUSIONS 
The use of a second order chemical reaction to confirm postulated flow 
mechanisms has been demonstrated. The application of the technique to the liquid 
side in a packed bed presented a number of analytical difficulties. On account of 
· the close degree of approach to plug flow and the small residence times involved, 
~fast reaction had to be performed to enable the non-plug flow behaviour to be 
sufficiently detectable. Extreme care had to be exercised to eliminate time lags 
in the inlet and measuring systems.. From the results presented in this section it 
is fairly evident that the procedure finally adopted fulfilled these requirements. 
It has been shown that the theoretical values for Models A and B are 
very similar the differences being smaller than the expected experimental 
error. For this reason it is impossible to say with certainty which model fits the 
data to a closer degree. This is to be expec.l·ed, however, as it can be postulated 
that a Model A stream is equivalent to a Model B stream with the effective coef-
ficient of axial diffusivity Dr taking into account the velocity profile and 
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mixing regions. This can be appwac.hed in a :.imilar fash:on t~· the theoretical 
analyses of Taylor32 - 34 a:1d ol·hor workers.36 - 38 



















concentranon of A1 i.e. ethyl acetate. 
• • $: O • do h d • I concemratton o. o1 t .e. so tum )' rox;oe. 
iniNal concentrations of A and B resp. 
final conceniTa~; O.-ls of A and B resp. 
equilibrium concer.tral'ion of 13 
concentraHon of A in samples X and Z resp. 
concentration of B in samples W and Y resp. 
effective axial diffusion c~.>dficient for entire bed 
effective axia! diffusion coefficient for r th stream. 
external age distribution function. 
se~ond order raact!on ve!odt)'' con.;t-ant. 
first order reacticn velocity cons'!'ant. 
hoi ght of packing • 
lviean axial velocity of liquid L·. oed. 
point axial velocity of liquid in film. 
flow rated Sample V/ 
flow ra~·e of sample X 
fiow rate of sample Y 
flow rafe of sample Z 
a~:ial C:isi·ance from top of bed. 
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1 •. 1 Fitting of)ail of residence time distribution c4.r;ve to a.lqgarithmic decay 
function. 
The toil of the curve was fitted to the equation: 
f(t) = Ae -Rt 
The pi ot of I og ~ f(t) against t Was found to approxi mafe to a straight I i ne for all 
the residence time distrib~tion curves at t ~ r* . The examples tabulated below 
hove been tcken from a series of runs with o packed height of 114 ems. ot the four 
water rates used • The resu Its are also presen·i·ed graphically in Fig. 14. 
TABLE 14. 
Rtm No.17 Run No. 21 Run No. 25. I Run No. 29. 
L = 114 ems. L = 114 ems. L i: 114 ems. L ± 114 ems. 
W = 15.4 ml/sec. W = 20.-2 ml/sec. W = 26 .2 ml/sec. W = 33 .6 ml/sec 
-r:• = 68 sees • -r:: = 54 sees 0 :r* = 46 sees. r):• = 38 sees. 
-
t(sees) log f(t) t(sees) log f(t) t(secs) log f(t) . t(sees) log f(t) 
68 1.00 54 1.08 46 1.02. 38 1.14 
70 .92 56 .99 48 .90 40 1.01 
172 .. 86 
58 .90 50 .79 42 .89 
.79 60 .81 52 .69 44 .76 













1 .2 Development of the velocity profile in a laminm· fil!~ 
Values of ~~ computed from equation (2.1 17) are compared with ·u 
those reported in the literature. 48 
TABLE i5 
z y u (x.,y) / u 
Wang & 
Equation (2 .117) Schlichting LongWell 
0.95 0.774 0.705 0.828 
0.9 0.889 1.007 0.996 
0.8 0.959 1.040 1.032 
0.7 0.985 1.040 1.027 
0.6 0.998 1.040 1.021 
0.05 0.5 1.006 1.040 1.018 
0.4 1.010 1.040 L016 
0.3 1.014 1.040 1.014 
0.2 } .016 1 ,.,040 1.013 
0.1 1.017 1.040 1.013 
o.o 1.017 1.040 1.012 
0.95 0.461 0.399 0.426 
0.9 0.666 0.720 0.762 
0.8 0.854 1.046 1.062 
0.20 0.7 0.942 1.088 1.105 
0.6 0.992 1.088 1.094 
0.5 1.023 1.088 1.081 
0.4 1.043 1.088 1.071 
9'1 
z y U (Xe'll / U Wang& 
Equation (2. 117) Schlichting Longwell 
0.3 1.057 1.088 1.065 
0.2 1.065 1.088 1.061 
0.20 
0.1 1.070 1.088 1.059 . 
0.0 1 .071 1.088 1.058 
0.95 0 .. 255 0.245 0.217 
0.9 0..444 0.467 0.425 
0.8 0.701 0.806 0.788 
0.7 0.867 1.082 1.030 
0.6 0.980 1.130 1.148 
o~so 0.5 1.059 1.182 1.189 
0.4 1 • 115 1.192 1.197 
0.3 1.154 1.196 1.195 
0.2 1 .180 1.196 1.191 
0.1 1.195 1.196 1.189 
0.0 1.200 1.196 1 * 189 
0.95 o. 176 0.172 0.171 
0.9 0.333 0.333 0.332 
0.8 0595 0.619 0.618 
0.80 0.7 0.803 0.858 0.855 
0.6 0.968 1.041 1.039 
0.5 1.098 1.175 1.172 
0.4 1.198 1.265 1.259 
100 
0.3 1.272 1.31/ 1..311 
0~2 1.324 1.338 1 .. 340 
0.80 ' 
0.1 1.354 1.346 1.353 
0.0 1.364 1 .347 . 1.357 
I 
0.154 0.95 0.160 0.156 
0~9 0~307 o.3o2 0.300 
0.8 0.566 0.568 0.564 
0.7 0.783 0.797 0.793 
0.6 0.964 0.989 0.985 
0.90 0.5 1.111 1.143 1.140 
0.4 1.228 1.261 1.260 
0.3 1.317 1.347 1.347 
0.2 1.379 1.404 1.406 
0.1 1..416 1.436 1.440 
0.0 1.429 1.446 1.451 
1 .3 Moments of input and outplJt ~ignais for single outlet column rlln.!: 
In the first set of data, i.e. run numbers 1 to 16, the mean residence 
time of the input curve was used as the time origin. For the remaining runs on 




All values of T m expre~sed in seconds, T2 in (secor1ds) 2 and T 0·~ in (seconds) 3 4 s 
I I I -
·I 
RUN I INPUT I 
OUT PUT 
No. Tm T2 T .3 Tm Ts 2 T .3 s a a 
I 0.0 2.0 9.3 54.3 160 2119 
2 I 0.0 2.7 9.0 39.7 112 1389 i 
3 
I 
0.0 2.8 9.7 32.3 91 1140 
4 0.0 2.8 9.0 16.9 55 699 
5 I 0.0 2.0 4.9 45.4 100 1065 
I 
6 I 0.0 2.0 5.3 32.8 66.6 540 
7 0.0 2.0 5.5 26.6 52 .• 7 428 
8 o.o 2.1 6.0 14.6 31.3 242 
9 0.0 0.83 1.4 37.5 59.0 369 
10 0.0 0.87 1.5 27.3 40.8 211 
11 0.0 0.79 1.3 22.3 33.6 169 I 
12 0.0 0.80 1.5 12.6 18.8 91 
13 0.0 0.52 1.1 32.6 43.5 194 
14 0.0 0.50 0.9 23.1 29.9 124 
1.5 0.0 0.48 0.9 19.0 23.9 101 
16 o.o 0.42 0.8 10.0 13.4 57 
17 2.2 2.9 10.0 56.5 169 2776 
18 2.1 2.9 9.1 42.0 115 1650 
19 2.1 3.0 10.3 34.3 91.5 1426 
20 2.2 3.1 10.1 19.2 50.5 . 698 
21 1.6 2.1 5.3 47.5 105 1426 
22 1.7 2.4 6.4 34.7 69.2 672 




1.4 . Values of ¢ as plug flow is approached. 
¢ = 




For true plug flow the value of ¢ is indeterminate, as T a$ = 0 
and T / = 0. As this condition is approached ¢ tends to widely different 
values depending on the nature of the distribution curve. Two examples are 
given below: 
(a) For a series of n mixed tanks each with time constant T 1 
G (s) = (Ts + l)n 
giving Tm = nT 
T 2 = n T2 s 
Ta.:s = 2nP 
. ¢ = 2 for all n .. 
As n ~ oo the system tends to piug flow, however, the value of ¢ is 
still equal to 2. 
(b) For a flow situation which can be described by a dead time i 1 and 
a backmix region with time constant T 2 , 
G(s) = 
= 
=T s e t 
12 s + 1 
Tt + T 2 
104 
T 2 = T2 2 s 
to .3 = 2t23 
cp = 2 (T1 /T2 ·!- 1) 
As plug flow is approached T2 4- O.r 
hence ¢ -+ 00 
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APPENDIX 2 
Note: Machine print-out copies of the computer prdgrdms have not been 
presented in this appendix as a number of the symbols contairied on 
the printer of the I.C. T. 1301 used do not conform to the Man-
chester Auto•Code. 
2.1 Moment analysis program. 
The contribution of the first half of the curve to each ,of the moments 
about r::. was determined by integration according to the trapezium rule. Thi$ 
was performed in Chapter 0, where the variables B, C, D and E were the con-
tributors to the zero, first, second and third moments respectively. In Chapter 1 
the moments about -r# · were computed for times greater than r':• • Here the 
curve wos assumed to fit an exponential decay function. (see Appendix 1.1). 
The two contributors. were then added and normalised • Chapter 2 transfers the 
first moment to the origin and the second as well as the third to the mean residence 
time. 
The M.A.C. program used was as follows: 
CHAPTER 1 
A ~ 80 
1) READ (X) 
X = ¢ LOG (X) 
Y = ¢ LOG (AT} 
106 
Z = 4J DiViDE (N, Y-X) 
B = B - .SAT+ ZAT 
C = C + ZZAT 
D = D + ~ZZZAT 
E = E + 6ZZZZAT 
C = SC/3 
D = SSD/B 





2) PRINT sRUN NUMBF.R1 
PRINT (W) 4, 0 
NEWLINE 
PRINT 1FI\N 
PRINT (C + ST) 4,4 
NEWLINE 
PRINT 1SM1 
PRINT (D-CC) 4,4 
NEWLINE 
PRINT 1TM1 
PRINT (E - 3CD + 2CCC) 4,4 
NEWLINE 
F = C + ST 
G = D-CC 
H = E - 3CD + 2CCC 
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G = 1> SQRT(G) 
F = G/F 
PRINr 1GAMMA 1' 
PRINT (F) 2i4 
NEWLINE 
H = 4> DIVIDE (H, GGG) 
PRINT 1 GA/IAMA 21 
PRINT (H) 2,4 
NEWLINE 
H = H/F 
PRINT 1GAMiv\A RATIO' 












I = M- 1 
2) I = I+ 1 
READ (AI) 
JUMP 3, I= T 
JUMP2 
3) B = 0 
c = 0 
D = 0 
E = 0 
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I = M (i) T 
B = B + AI 
C = C + IAI - T AI 
D = D + llt\1 - 21TAI + TTAI 







A typical data carcl for this program read as follows: 
19 10 20 2 4 19 84 163 233 272 271 250 213 180 143 113 46 •. 
This set of data gave the print out: 
RUN NUMBER 19 
F M 34.3272 
S M 91 .5:.JTI 
T M 1426.3953 
GAMMA 1 0.2787 
GAMMA 2 1 .6295 
GAMMA Rl:-.T!O 5.8474 
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2 .2 • Model B Pr~srqm 
Br I 82 and B3 were evaluated by integration of equations 2.142, 
2.143 and 2.144 according to the trapezium rule for values of z• from 0.3 
Bt Bs 
upwards in steps of 0.001. The value of was also recorded. 
B2
2 
The main program variables used mere: 
l for z• 
A for Bt 
D for B2 
E for Bs 
u for u (x,y) / ~ 
The M.A. C. program read as follows: 
CHAPTER 1 
u ~ 40 
A -+ 40 
B 4. 40 
c ~ 40 
u = .025 u 
A = .025 ,~. 
B = .025 13 
c = .025 c 
D = B-AA 
E = C - 3AB + 2AAA 
PRiNT (2) 1,4 
v = ¢ DIVIDE (AE,DD) 
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PRINT {V) 20 
PRINT (V) le 4 
PRINT (A) 1,4 
PRINT (D) 1, 5 






z = .3 
1) z = z + .001 
I ~ 0(1) 39 
y = .025 I 
H = 1.5 - 1.5 yy 
H = 1 - 1/H 
G ~ ¢ DIVIDE (1 ~ HZ, 
F = ¢ LOG (1 - Z) 
G = G -. HF - 1 . 
1 
u = ¢, DIVIDE ('j, 1 -HZ) 
Ul -- u 
AI = UG 
Bl = UGG 
Cl = UGGG 
REPEAT 
u = .suo 
- Z) 
Hl 
A = .SAO 
B = .5BO 
c = .5CO 
I = 1(1 )39 
u = u + Ul 
A = A + AI 
c = c + Cl 
REPEAT 
ClOSEo 
A humber of the resu!ts oL~·c.~ned are tabulated below: 
TABLE 17. 
z• Bt B2 8.3 BtB./Bz2 
.370 .5655 .04536 .010569 2.9049 
.380 .5903 .05042 .013971 3.2439 
.390 .6159 .05599 .018203 3.5766 
.• 400 .6424 .06211 .023436 3.9031 
.410 .6698 .06883 .029878 4.2236 
.420 .6981 .07623 .037777 4.5383 
.430 .7275 .08437 .047425 4.8473 
.440 .zssn .09332 .059175 5.1507 
.450 .7896 .10317 .o?:i445 5.4484 
.460 .8224 . i 1401 .090736 5.7407 
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2.3 Numerical solution;; ~·o -:g•:ations 3. 9 and 3 .. 10 
The boundary conditions for equation 3. 9 are: 
= at x = 0 
= 0 as x ~, 90 
On account of the ~econd boundary condition the Runge-Kutta · 
method did not prove sotisfocto;y., Since in all the runs performed the concentra-
tion of B was greater thor, A, equation 3. 9 can be linearised over a small 





where (C ) was token as the arithmetic mean concentration of B over · B average 
the increment. The solution to the above equaHon i;;, as for a first order reaction 1 
i.e. 





k (C ) ( 6. x) 2 
B av~rage J 
Commencing ot a large value of x whe:re a value of CA is C'Jsumed, calculations 
are performed for (;)ach increment up the curve until thG point x = 0 is reached. 
At this stage the current value of CA is compared with the required value of CAO 
and if the discrepancy is too Iorge the pro:~"~dure is repeated with a new assumed 
value of CA at the initid vaiLie of x. 
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The M.A. C. p;·ogram used wa:;: 
CH/\PTER 1 
y -+ 150 
7) PRINT (D) 1,4 
PRINT (B) 1, 2 
PRINT (C) 1,4 
NEWLINE 
E ··- ¢ EXP (300 C B) 
E = ¢ DIVIDE (E, 1 -B) 
Y1so· = ¢ DIVIDE (BE, E-1) 
T = 0 
4) z = 0 
X = Y150 
p = 149 (-1) 0 
= 0 
1 ) H = ¢ SQRT (Du + 2CDX - 2CDB) 
= + 1 
H = ¢ EXP (21-1- 2D) 
yp = HY (P + 1) 
z = X 
X = YP/2 + y (P + 1) I 2 
z = Z-X 
z = zz 
JUMP 1, Z >. 00000000..1) 
JUMP 1, i = 1 
2) REPEAT 
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JUMP 10, YO > 1.0001 
JUMP 3, T = 1 
Yi50 = Y150 + • 001 
JUMP4 
10} Y150 = Y150 - .0001 
T = 1 
JUMP 4 
3) ACROSS 3/0 
CLOSE 
CHAPTER 0 
\f ARIABlES 1 




3) N = 10 (10) 150 
PRINT (2N) 3, 0 






To solve equaHon 3 .10, the film was divided into 40 layers of equal thick-
ness. The concentraHon of reactant A was evaluated after length of film x', 2x', 
etc., ossuming plug fk'w ki each l.a}'ei·# At each mhdng, section .o moss. balance was 
liS 
performed to determine the average co•1centration of A, v.-hich in tum became the 
initial concenttation for I·he next length of film. 
M.A.C. program: 
CHAPTER 1 
A ~ 40 
G ~ 40 
w ~ 40 
1) A - • 025 t-. 
B ·- A - A' + B' 
·~ - N + 1 
PRINT (NX) 3,2 
PRINT (A) 1,4 
PRINT (B) 1,4 
F = cp DIVIDE (AE, BD) 
F = ¢ LOG (F) 
F = ¢ DIVIDE 
PRINT (F) 1,4 
PRINT (NXF) 
A' = A 






1) NEWLINE 3 
READ (D) 







A' = D 
B' = E 
N = 0 
2) Nl:WUNE 


















0 (1) 39 
.025 I 
1.5 - 1.5 yy 
1 - 1/H 
1- z 
¢ LOG (Z') 





0 (1) 39 
.025GiWX/V 
.40WI/W 
¢ EXP (GH'A' - GH'S') 
¢ DIVIDE (A'G - B'G, G - B1/A') 
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A A = A + AI 
REPEAT 
DOWN 1/1 





A comparison between soma of the results obtained for the two models is given beloyv. 
TABLE 18 
i Bed Height I CAfCAo I PARAMETERS l 
(ems.) Model A Model B 
-u = 2.2 em/sec 35 .667 .663 
x' = 35.0 ems 70 .461 .458 
k = • 0941 lit res/g. 105 .328 .325 
mole sec. 140 .238 .235 
CAQ = 0. 11 00 g • mol es/1 i tre 175 .175 .172 
Cao = 0.3001 g.moles/litre 210 I .129 .126 
245 
I 
.096 .094 I 
- 2.2 em/sec 35 .425 .407 1.1' = 
x' = 35.0 ems. 70 .196 .185 
k = .1183 litres/g.mole 105 I .095. .088 
CAO = 0.1660 
sec. 




Cso = 0.5511 210 .012 .010 
I 
245 .006 .005 
----
